7/23/20 - MFG OutLoud Episode #21
Execution Mastery: The Full Monte 
Leadership Through the Lens of Execution (No pants required)
(with Special Guest - Monte Pedersen)

Monte Pedersen is a Principal with The CDA Group, a unique leadership training firm that specializes in strategy execution management. A completely operations-based system and process that helps leaders achieve their strategic initiatives and get better at it every year.
 
Why that matters: 
*  Less than 15% of all organizations have any sort of system or process that helps them execute better.
*  Over 70% of CEO's & Owners attribute their failure to achieve key strategic initiatives on a lack of execution.
 
We've shared numerous exchanges and conversations around the topic of leadership and execution. (He’s a thought leader to follow on Linkedin)
 
Monte's insights & recommendations are refreshing, actionable, and effective.
 
What a privilege to have you with us today on MFG OutLoud!
 
Let’s dive into another courageous conversation!
 
Subscribe
Apple | Spotify | Google | YouTube
4 Quick Things from this Episode
What is execution mastery and why it matters 
Building in the time to spend time on strategy and the execution to bring it to life 
Aligning daily tasks and activities with the strategic plan of your organization to get it all done 
Why EQ is so important to mastering strategy execution management 
 
 
Enjoying the show? Please leave us a review here. Even one sentence helps. It’s feedback from Manufacturing All-Stars like you that keeps us going!
 
Tweetable Quotes
“Management execution is the scaffolding that holds up the business and helps you deliver better results.” –Monte Pedersen 
“Mastering management execution gives you the time to develop your team and boost your EQ 10X with a better equipped workforce.” –Monte Pedersen 
“One of the greatest things you can do as a leadership team is show your vulnerability to your people. Earning trust and respect faster.” –Monte Pedersen 
“You supply all the rocket sauce, I just help you shake it out of the bottle and bring out the flavor of your team.” –Monte Pedersen 
 
 
 
Recommended Resources from this Episode
Five Ways to Positively Transform Your Business


Thank you for listening and hanging out with us.
Keep manufacturing out loud! We need you. 


Connect with Monte Pedersen
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 
 
Connect with Allison DeFord
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 
 
Connect with Ray Ziganto
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web

